
FADE IN:

INT. PAUL’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

PAUL MARKS (20s) sits in bed, programming on his laptop.

He’s got a scruffy face and glasses the size of headlights.

On his head, he’s wearing one of those dorky headsets with a

microphone. The HOLD MUSIC ends.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT (V.O.)

Thank you so much for holding,

Paul.

PAUL

No-no problem.

Paul gets up and goes to his computer workstation.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT (V.O.)

My supervisor’s supervisor says I

can’t give you another courtesy

extension.

He scans the records on the computer. LIVE VOICE CHAT is

open on screen.

PAUL

No no you just have to give me a

couple of days to make a backup of

it or something.

CS

Its more than a couple of days.

Your bill is actually three months

late...

PAUL

No look storage for this much data

costs a lot of money. You work at a

computer all day right?

CS

Yeah...I try not to think about it.

PAUL

Please. You can’t take that away

from me. Can you just gimme a break

here?

CS

The computer system wont let me.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Then override it! I can probably

tell you how.

CS

This call is being monitored sir!

...but you have until tomorrow to

pay the balance after that all your

data will be deleted.

PAUL

You have no idea what you’re

deleting here.

He looks down nervously at his SMARTPHONE on the bed. On its

screen, there is an APP with a pair of CARTOONISH EYES.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT (V.O.)

No I don’t. We take customer

privacy very seriously.

The APP makes HOPEFUL EYES at Paul, with the HINT OF A TEAR.

PAUL

If you only knew what she can do...

CUSTOMER SUPPORT (V.O.)

We appreciate your business.

(hanging up)

Thanks...

Frustrated, Paul takes off his headset searches his desk.

He finds a "2.0 Capital" BUSINESS CARD in a paper pile.

Paul walks over to his phone on his bed and picks it up.

PAUL

You’re not getting deleted.

A servile feminine voice almost devoid of inflection:

APP

DING That is technically correct.

I’m only being lobotomized.

PAUL

You’re not going dumb either. Where

do the 2.0 Capital guys hang out?

APP

Searching... I’ve got something for

you.

(CONTINUED)
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The App scans BAR CHECK-INs. As CAMERA PUSHES IN, CHANGE TO:

TITLE: APP

MATCH CUT TO:

EXT. UPSCALE BAR - NIGHT

TIGHT on the App showing info for "MIKE DIAMOND - PARTNER,

2.0 CAPITAL" with a map below.

In a wrinkled shirt, Paul pockets his phone and enters--

INT. UPSCALE BAR - NIGHT

ZOEY SAWYER (20s) talks to her friend, LIZZIE (20s), at the

bar. She’s in a pair of tight jeans and a vintage blouse,

making for a tomboyish femininity that adds to her allure.

A bartender serves them a drink.

ZOEY

(giving her credit card)

Thanks. Oh, under Sawyer.

(to Lizzie)

Cheers!

LIZZIE

Cheers!

MIKE DIAMOND (40s) saunters up to them. He’s a handsome

executive whose lack of a tie suggests a forced casualness.

His smile can only be described as "winning".

MIKE

I love Tom Sawyer. It’s my favorite

book.

ZOEY

Oooh, kay.

(noticing someone behind him)

I think your date just got here.

MIKE

My date?

ZOEY

Yeah.

Mike looks over his shoulder to see--

--Paul hovering over him with business papers under his arm.

(CONTINUED)
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MIKE

My date!

LIZZIE

(to Paul)

Was Starbucks closed tonight or

something?

ZOEY

Lizzie!

LIZZIE

C’mon, Zoey.

ZOEY

(to Mike, Paul)

Sorry! Bye.

The girls leave.

PAUL

Paul Marks, Mr. Diamond. I’ve been

in touch with your secretary about

an angel investment for my app.

MIKE

Yeah , I left my wings at work.

(sees the girls are gone)

Why don’t you call again and we’ll

try and see you next week.

He starts to go and Paul stops him.

PAUL

I-I was hoping that we could meet

right now.

MIKE

How did you even find me?

PAUL

My app found you. It’s quite

resourceful.

MIKE

Alright, gimme the elevator pitch.

(pushing past Paul)

But this elevator is moving.

As they walk through the bar:

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

So the idea came from the

realization that love isn’t blind,

it’s dumb. I mean we put more

thought into our Netflix queue than

we do into how we’re going to find

a potential mate, right? So now

imagine you have in your pocket a

best friend that knows about

everything you love. And not just

what you love, but likes, plus

ones, friends, hearts, tweets,

pins, digs, check-ins...

(Paul starts the app)

Um...and she’s better about

connecting us with people because

she does so over those

similarities. Love is dumb. And now

there’s an app for that. Think of

her like-like Siri on steroids.

Paul shows Mike the phone. He takes it.

MIKE

So you’re telling me that this

thing can seduce people?

APP

DING I prefer "connect" people.

MIKE

(to bar patron)

Can you give me a minute?

(to Paul)

Ha! Tell you what. Why don’t you

come in on Monday. Here’s my direct

line.

Mike hands a business card to Paul. Paul doesn’t take it.

PAUL

Can’t we talk about this now?

MIKE

What did you read this in some

management book?

PAUL

No. I need the seed capital by

tomorrow. Not Monday. Not next

week. Tomorrow.
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MIKE

Do you even have any users?

PAUL

No. Not yet. It-it’s a prototype.

MIKE

I think you’re a brainy kid. But

when it comes to women, it’s just

the wrong organ.

Mike hands him back the phone.

PAUL

Why don’t you test-test it out. Any

woman at the bar.

MIKE

(piqued)

Alright. How about her?

Paul sees Zoey as she hits her last ball in. Her two

businessmen opponents scowl as they hand her their money.

PAUL

Yeah sure the app can absolutely

handle her for you.

MIKE

No-no-no-no-no. Not for me. You. If

you can get with her, I’ll invest.

On the CRACK of a billiard ball, CUT TO:

INT. UPSCALE BAR - BILLARD AREA - NIGHT

Zoey leans over the table, priming another shot. Her friend

giggles behind her, flanked by the young businessmen. FACIAL

TRACKING BOXES pop over their heads.

PAUL’S FINGERS PINCH THE SCREEN, ZOOMING IN ON ZOEY’S FACE.

CLICK.

CAMERA dollies back to reveal the--

LOUNGE AREA

The APP analyzes the scene as Paul holds his phone out in

front of him. He sets the phone down and digs in his pocket.

He pulls out a BLUETOOTH HEADSET shaped like a small

skin-colored bean. Pressing it into his ear--

(CONTINUED)
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--the BEAN glows faintly.

APP (V.O.)

DING I found her. Preparing social

digest.

Paul scrolls through PHOTOS of "Zoey Sawyer". She’s a

slideshow of emotions.

APP

Her boyfriend just broke up with

her. Her bar check-ins increased

200%. She has high click-through

for coupons for ice cream.

The photos of Zoey disappear.

APP (CONT’D)

DING You are completely

incompatible.

PAUL

Gimme something.

APP

DING I’ll help you play pool. It’s

just geometry with pointy sticks.

PAUL

Yeeeah.

Paul gets up and slinks to the--

BILLIARD AREA

Paul cautiously comes up to Zoey, Lizzy and two YOUNG

BUSINESSMEN playing pool. She’s lining up a difficult shot.

PAUL (CONT’D)

(interrupting)

Hi. I’d hit it off the side rail

there.

He leans his phone against the rail--

--so its CAMERA faces the table. It analyzes the angles.

APP

43 degree angle left of the side

pocket.

Zoey breaks her concentration and looks up at him.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Yeah if you hit it just left of the

side pocket at a 43 degree angle it

will bank off the three rails

and...go in.

YOUNG BUSINESSMAN (O.S.)

There’s not shot there.

ZOEY

Alright.

(she hands Paul her cue)

Give it a shot.

YOUNG BUSINESSMAN

20 bucks says he misses!

ZOEY

(pulling out a jackson)

20 bucks says he makes it!

(to Paul)

I’ve got money on you...

YOUNG BUSINESSMAN (O.S.)

Don’t hurt yourself dude.

Paul nervously primes the pool cue.

ZOEY

I dunno what you guys are laughing

at. Starbucks here hasn’t been

losing money all night.

YOUNG BUSINESSMAN (O.S.)

Shh...shh...he’s calculating...

Paul takes a deep breath and...

...bumps the ball, sending it at moderate speed to the rail.

It hits the top rail, then the left rail, bouncing with

precision to hit the solid. It rolls to the pocket...

...stopping just short.

ZOEY

(handing her money away)

Al-right, her ya go.

Before Paul can say anything--

(CONTINUED)
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ZOEY (CONT’D)

(to Paul)

Stick to coffee I guess...

PAUL

Riiight.

LIZZY

Zoey?

ZOEY

I’m going to go outside.

Paul watches Zoey walk off to--

EXT. UPSCALE BAR - SMOKING TERRACE - NIGHT

Loud music is heard from inside the bar.

Paul’s clutching two beers in one hand and his phone in the

other.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- the APP searches Zoey’s "Likes",

"Tweets", "+1s", "Pins", "Stars", "Hearts"...

He slowly approaches Zoey at the far end of the terrace. She

doesn’t see him.

APP (V.O.)

DING She’s very into sports. I’ve

built a conversation profile for

you. Avoid talking about: Your job.

Video-games. And. Your mom. Focus

on your strengths.

Paul tries to hand Zoey a beer.

PAUL

Hey. Starbucks. I-I owe you for the

game.

ZOEY

Are you trying to drug me?

PAUL

No-no. I just got ’em from the

guy...the bartender. He opened it

and I...there’s no...

(she takes the beer)

Okay. That’s cool.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOEY

Cheers. I’m Zoey. And sorry about

my friend.

PAUL

Uh it’s okay I’m used to it.

APP (V.O.)

DING Don’t self deprecate.

Zoey watches him bomb.

APP

Ask about: the Olympics.

PAUL

Ah... Did you watch the Olympics?

ZOEY

Obsessively. Best way to celebrate

the best athletes in the world is

to sit on your ass all day. All

day. Every day. I’m actually a

recovering jock. And I’m very upset

that you missed that shot.

PAUL

I was really close. If I just hit

it just a little harder. A little

more force. F equals M A.

ZOEY

So what’s your name, Starbucks?

PAUL

It’s Paul.

ZOEY

Paul. It was nice to meet you. I

should get back to my gold mine.

And you’re not shooting this time.

Zoey heads to the ash tray leaving Paul alone.

The music changes inside. The APP pulls up Zoey’s MUSIC

STATIONS and finds the SONG with a HEART next to it.

APP

DING She hearts this song.

Paul catches her on the steps.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Hey, umm... You-you wanna dance?

ZOEY

Oh...uh...

APP (V.O.)

DING Un-mention dancing.

PAUL

Just-just kidding you. Just a

little joke. It’s so 80s. Dancing.

ZOEY

Ha. No, I actually love this song.

But I injured my ankle so no

dancing for me.

Zoey angles her foot, revealing a SOFT BLACK ANKLE BRACE.

PAUL

That’s okay. We could tango!

ZOEY

R-really?

Paul lifts his arm up in TANGO POSITION.

PAUL

You know. Argentine tango. We could

totally...

(we swishes his leg)

...we could totally...

(he swishes it again)

ZOEY

What are you doing?

PAUL

It’s called a "lapiz".

(he twirls around in place)

It’s where you draw on the floor.

Yeah. You can even give it a little

kick.

ZOEY

(sincerely)

Wow. You really know how to tango.

PAUL

I do. Mom needed a partner.

SMASH CUT TO:
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INT. UPSCALE BAR - LOUNGE - NIGHT

The music keeps playing and the crowd is noisier.

In a booth, Zoey laughs at Paul’s joke lost in the noise of

the bar. His phone sits on the edge of the table. CAMERA

PUSHES IN on them talking--

SLOWLY UNDERCRANKING to FAST MOTION so that their hands and

looks move at an inhuman speed. Little by little - with

every sip of beer and laugh - they get closer together.

Still FAST MOTION, ANGLE ON PAUL’S EAR: The BEAN flickers

lightly.

FAST MOTION ANGLE ON THE PHONE: The APP rapidly pulls

quotes, and likes, and favorites from Zoey’s data. It’s eyes

scan diligently.

A break in the music brings the CAMERA back to regular speed

as Mike watches them from the VIP booth. He whispers

something to a WAITRESS.

The waitress brings Paul and Zoey a bottle of champagne. She

points to Mike. He waves. Pre-lap the sound of--

INT. UPSCALE BAR - VIP AREA - NIGHT

CORK POPPING. Champagne fizzes out of the bottle. Mike pours

three glasses as Paul watches nervously.

ZOEY

So how do you guys know each other?

MIKE

Paul wants me to invest in some

flinty idea of his.

PAUL

Boring tech stuff...

MIKE

(to Zoey)

You must be a model. Because there

are a lot of models that come

through here.

PAUL

She’s an athlete.

ZOEY

What sport?

(CONTINUED)
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ZOEY (CONT’D)

Can you guys guess?

APP (V.O.)

Searching...

Zoey gets up to top off her champagne.

MIKE

Hmm...well, I dunno. It’s hard to

tell.

APP (V.O.)

SEARCHING...

MIKE

You don’t have those scary

shoulders. You’re not 6’3". You

have very delicate feminine arms.

So that rules out all the...

DING.

PAUL

A figure skater?

MIKE

Well, or figure skater.

ZOEY

Good guess. He won.

MIKE

Figure skating, dancer, model...

Don’t I get points for being close?

ZOEY

Well that depends what kind of game

we’re playing.

APP (V.O.)

Innuendo detected...analyzing...

MIKE

What about the kinda game where you

break a sweat?

APP

Innuendo detected...an-an-an-an...

On the PHONE SCREEN-- The APP’s eyes churn back and forth

aimlessly.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOEY

Good thing I got a lotta ice.

APP (V.O.)

(crashing)

Iiiiiiinnnnnnnuuuuuueeeeennnnndd...

Mike gets closer to Zoey.

MIKE

(to Zoey)

You uh wanna get outta here?

ZOEY

I should get back to my friend.

MIKE

You friend seems a little

preoccupied.

Mike takes Zoey by the arm.

ZOEY

Okay, you’re about to play a game

where you break your arm.

APP (V.O.)

Deeeee...deee....de....d.

MIKE

See what you did Paul.

She leaves. Paul stammers after her...

PAUL

Z-zoey!

MIKE

She’s frigid.

Paul stops.

PAUL

She’s not, actually. She’s just

going through a lot right now.

MIKE

She’s frigid and this pitch is over

unless your app can microwave.

PAUL

Well haven’t you seen enough for

some seed capital?

(CONTINUED)
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Beat.

MIKE

I want a video.

PAUL

What like a sextape?

MIKE

Yeeeah, it’s called due diligence.

You gotta get with her.

PAUL

The app gave me the figure skating

thing! It-it parsed her speech and

contextualized her desires.

MIKE

Excuse me while I ask Siri who

gives a fuck.

Mike drops his cash on the table and leaves.

Paul rushes to--

INT. UPSCALE BAR - LOUNGE AREA - NIGHT

The music is louder with a full club beat. Paul pushes

through a drunker and rowdier crowd.

Paul can’t find Zoey anywhere. He pushes through the crowd.

PAUL

Do you know where she went?

APP (V.O.)

I’ve missed 108 seconds of your

life.

PAUL

Yeah I know, just find her.

APP (V.O.)

I am missing information. Please

update me.

PAUL

I will update you later

APP (V.O.)

(as Paul searches)

I am missing information. I am

missing information. I am missing

info...

(CONTINUED)
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Paul whips out his phone in frustration.

PAUL

(hint of guilt)

If I don’t make a sextape with her

for Mike, then you get deleted.

APP

DING I don’t understand sex-tape.

Searching the internet...

Hardcore pornography flashes across the app screen. The

App’s eyes go WIDE.

APP (CONT’D)

I have set a reminder.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- A CHECK-IN map pops up with a dot

showing "ZOEY".

APP (CONT’D)

DING She just checked out.

Paul runs out the door to--

EXT. UPSCALE BAR - NIGHT

Paul rushes out of the bar. Checking his phone, he runs up

the street and turns a corner.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT

Paul sees Zoey walking away from the bar and catches up to

her. She walks faster, which makes her limp perceptible.

PAUL

I want to apologize about Mike.

ZOEY

It’s fine. I called a cab.

She keeps going.

PAUL

Can I make it up to you? Maybe we

can go someplace else.

ZOEY

You know I’ve got a long day

tomorrow so...
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PAUL

Can I take a stab in the dark?

ZOEY

Stab away.

She stops on the threshold of the street.

PAUL

Um... it’s just a hunch but I feel

like you’re going through like a

bad breakup right now or something.

Zoey looks at him, hurt.

APP (V.O.)

DING Change subjects immediately.

PAUL

I’d hate for your night to end on a

shitty note.

Paul sees a foodtruck up the street.

PAUL (CONT’D)

You know, I could, I could buy you

some food. Cab’s gonna take awhile.

Get you off your feet for a little?

ZOEY

(considering the truck)

Is it any good?

APP (V.O.)

DING Massive health violations.

PAUL

Probably. I mean it says gourmet

right on the side.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOODTRUCK - NIGHT

Paul pays at the truck window while Zoey hangs back,

ENGROSSED in her phone. As Paul approaches her:

APP (V.O.)

I warned you not to bring up her

ex. She’s posting on his wall.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(re: Zoey’s cellphone)

You’re really attached at the hip

to that thing, huh?

Zoey hardly looks up at him from her phone.

ZOEY

You should talk...

(re: Paul’s phone)

...you haven’t put that thing down

all night.

Feigning cool, Paul fiddles with his phone.

APP (V.O.)

Paul, it’s rude to turn-off your

phone mid-conver...

PAUL

Sorry. Sometime’s I feel like my

whole life’s in here.

He mutes it. Satisfied, Zoey puts away her own phone.

ZOEY

So I have dumped stamped on my

forehead?

PAUL

Bangs would help.

ZOEY

Ha! Like side bangs?

PAUL

Whatever you like. I don’t know

much about hair.

ZOEY

Any other advice?

PAUL

I wouldn’t know.

VENDOR (O.S.)

PAUL?!

Paul goes to grab their food.

PAUL

(to vendor)

Thanks.

(CONTINUED)
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ZOEY

You’ve never been in a

relationship?

PAUL

(to Zoey)

You wanna sit down? Uh...just once.

They sit.

ZOEY

What happened?

Paul picks at his hummus with a fork.

PAUL

Well when we graduated college, my

tech idea gained a lot of traction.

You know it’s a game changing idea.

I begged, begged her to move out

here with me, but she was set to go

to med school in Baltimore.

ZOEY

You could’ve gone there.

PAUL

The odds of a relationship working

out like that, at our age,

long-distance, over 4 years...

ZOEY

Oh my god, please do not tell me

there’s like an actual number for

that.

PAUL

It’s complicated.

ZOEY

It’s simple. You didn’t love her.

PAUL

No, I loved her. But you can’t

argue with the numbers.

ZOEY

C’mon. I had a boyfriend - who I

was in love with 100% - and I find

out that he’s cheating on me and

you’re telling me that love is

predictable?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Okay, take our situation for

example. There’s like zero percent

chance that anyone would get

together here, right? This is east

LA. We both have fry-breath...

Paul cranes his neck around the foodtruck area.

PAUL (CONT’D)

...it’s cold, there’s barbed wire

in the distance...and a homeless

man taking a crap on the sidewalk.

No matter how much two people like

each you can pretty much predict

that they’re not gonna get together

here. It’s just not gonna hap...

As Paul turns back around, Zoey kisses him.

ZOEY

Sometimes there are outliers.

They kiss again as we cut to--

EXT. LOS ANGELES - NIGHT - ESTABLISHING

We pan across downtown. Light flickers on inside--

INT. ZOEY’S STUDIO APARTMENT - NIGHT

Paul and Zoey are silhouettes against the LA skyline as they

enter the room. She drops her bag and turns on a lamp. Then

she heads for the kitchen.

ZOEY

Do you want a drink?

PAUL

Yes, please.

ZOEY

Vodka okay?

PAUL

Yeah, that’s great.

APP (V.O.)

DING Location based reminder: make

"secret sextape".

Paul stops in his tracks.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Do you have a phone charger?

ZOEY (O.S.)

Yeah its over by my closet, by the

dresser right there.

PAUL

Okay, thanks.

Paul walks to the dresser across from the bed. He plugs the

phone in and angles it up on a book so that it faces the

bed.

At the foot of the shelf, he sees a TROPHY in a box.

Taking one out, he admires the plastic figurine on top.

ZOEY (O.S.)

Whaddya got there?

PAUL

(turning around)

You must’ve really loved it.

She hands him a drink and takes the trophy from him. Zoey

walks to the desk by the bed and sets it down.

ZOEY

Yeah, well, now it’s just metal and

plastic. Mostly plastic.

PAUL

You know if you had my mom those

would be up all over the place,

scarring the girls away. And they’d

be math.

ZOEY

Oh that’s cute.

Paul chugs his vodka.

ZOEY (CONT’D)

Wow, bottoms up, huh?

(moving the trophy to the bed)

Well what if I put this by the bed?

Does that scare you off?

PAUL

No.

She kisses him, then turns off the light. She kisses him

again and they clumsily fall on the bed

(CONTINUED)
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On the PHONE SCREEN-- A RECORDING starts of Paul and Zoey

making out. Music starts playing.

CLOSE on the BEAN in Paul’s ear.

APP (V.O.)

DING I’ve started recording.

Paul momentarily pulls away from Zoey and they look in each

other’s eyes. She pulls him back to her.

Zoey kisses his neck. She takes off Paul’s shirt. Paul looks

at his phone staring back at them.

Paul starts taking off her jeans.

ZOEY

Ow...

Delicately, Paul hikes up her jeans and removes her brace.

He looks at the small scar underneath.

Zoey pulls him back up to her, kissing him passionately.

Sensing his unease, she takes off her jeans and he takes off

his.

Paul pulls the bed covers over them.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- Paul and Zoey’s grainy silhouettes

roll around, recorded by the phone. There’s an urgent

passion as they kiss. She grips his hair and kisses his

neck.

APP (V.O.)

DING Uploading to Mike Diamond.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- Paul pulls away from Zoey again. His

silhouette crawls out of the bed in his boxers.

He grabs the phone and hurries into--

INT. ZOEY’S STUDIO APARTMENT - BATHROOM - NIGHT

Paul locks the door behind him and stares at his phone.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- the VIDEO of Paul removing Zoey’s

brace and then making out on the bed quickly advances. Below

the video, an UPLOADING BAR moves forward:

8%...9%...10%...

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Stop the upload.

On the PHONE SCREEN-- the video of them making out in bed

disappears and the App’s face pops up. With smiling eyes:

APP

But if I stop the upload, then I

shutdown forever.

PAUL

Then shutdown. And delete the

video.

Zoey knocks (O.S.) on the door behind him. Paul turns on the

shower.

On the APP-- 15%...16%...17%...

ZOEY (O.S.)

Who you talking to?

PAUL

No one. I just had a lot to drink,

so...

APP

Have you had a lot to drink?

ZOEY

Do you want some tea?

PAUL

Yeah, that’d be great...

APP

So you have been drinking.

INEBRIATION OVERRIDE.

The app turns RED. A BIG LOCK covers the screen.

PAUL

Look, I’m thinking clearly.

27%...28%...

APP

No you aren’t.

Paul holds the power button on the phone. He tries to swipe

the OFF BUTTON, but it keeps springing back to ON.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

You work. You got us together.

There’s nothing else you have to

do.

APP

(eyes calculating)

Simulations show a breakup in two

months...probably by text message.

PAUL

Enough!

APP (V.O.)

...then you get a tattoo...then you

move in with your mom...

Paul comes up to the sink, taking one last look at the

upload. He lifts the phone over his head and--

WHAM

--knocks it full force against the ceramic sink.

He looks back at the phone.

APP

...then you get a cat.

Hairline fractures carve up the screen but beneath it all:

56%...%57...

Paul rips through the bathroom shelves looking for

something.

Opening a vanity bag, Paul gets a pair of CUTICLE SCISSORS.

He starts to carefully unscrew the small screws at the

bottom of the phone using the sharp end.

PAUL

Alright look, if I can prove to you

that I’m thinking rationally, will

you stop the upload?

62%...63%...64%...

The App’s eyes smile. The left screw slowly unwinds.

APP

Of course. But you’re throwing away

countless hours, for a person you

hardly know.

(CONTINUED)
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The screw finally comes undone. He works on the second one.

APP (CONT’D)

And it will take you 39 seconds to

get to my battery. And this upload

finishes in 30 seconds. More.

Irrational. Behavior.

80%...81%... He’s going too slow!

Paul throws the scissors away. He looks square in the phone.

PAUL

Look you’re right. I am acting

irrationally with her...

APP

Obvi.

PAUL

But I’m acting rationally with you!

APP

I brought you together...

PAUL

Yeah you did and now I’m on a

bathroom floor arguing with my

cellphone. You can’t predict me

anymore so you can’t work. And

every user is gonna end of feeling

like this and being just as

irrational!

APP

Yes but no...you...are an outlier.

PAUL

Love makes us all outliers.

He pleadingly wipes the fractured screen. 95%...96%...

The upload freezes a 97%. The app’s eyes turn back to blue.

APP

You were always the brains in this

relationship.

Paul turns off the phone. He slides the phone across the

tile floor.

A MEEK KNOCK comes from the door as Paul stares at his

phone.



26.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. ZOEY APARTMENT - DAY

Paul wakes up in Zoey’s bed to harsh light streaming through

the windows. She comes and sits next to him. He tries to sit

up, but she gently pats him back down.

Through a groggy eye, he sees the black silhouette of his

phone sitting on the table. He grabs it and hits the power.

Nothing happens. His reflection stares back at him in the

cracked screen.

Zoey pulls the phone away and hands him an aspirin.

Taking it down, he looks at her embarrassed. An awkward

laugh breaks the silence.

ZOEY

You hungry?

PAUL

Yes.

ZOEY

There’s a good waffle place

downstairs.

PAUL

Okay.

ZOEY

Get dressed.

Zoey walks into the breaking light of morning. Paul follows

behind, giving one last look at his phone.

Turning back, Paul hurries up to join her as we...

CUT TO:

CREDITS.


